MID-TERM EVALUATION/RECOMMENDATION SHEET

1. Name & Address of the Principal Investigator
   Dr. J. Appa Rao,
   Deptt. of Telugu
   Andhra University, Visakhapatnam- 530 003, Andhra Pradesh.

2. Title of the project
   Uttarandhra Adivasi oral Literature- A Study

3. Total Allocation
   5,20,000/-

4. Grant Released
   3,70,000/-

5. Date of Implementation

6. Staff (Date of appointment)

7. Annual Report

RECOMMENDATIONS/ SUGGESTIONS/ COMMENTS OF THE EXPERT COMMITTEE

1. Additional Grants sanctioned, if any
   (Only in-exceptional circumstances)

2. Re-appropriation, if any (head wise)
   (Except for fellowship/ Honorarium/ Inst. Overhead charges)

3. Comments (If incase not satisfactory, please indicate 3 reasons)
   Tenure may be extended up to 31st December 2014
   1. 
   2. 
   3.

NAME & SIGNATURES OF EXPERTS WITH DATE

Name                      Signature
1. K. Katayani
2. T. Ramakrishna
3. B. Venketeswarlu